Alessandro Gianni (22 years)
Education

Highest Education Level: Abitur
Studies: Medizin

Languages

German - Mother tongue
English - Business fluent (C1 / C2)
French - Basic
Spanish - Fließend in Wort und Schrift (B1 / B2)
Portugiesisch - Muttersprachlich

Height: 1.78 m
Clothing measurements
Clothing size: M
Experience
Since I am 13 years old I have engaged myself in organizing Camps, monthly
Events and weekly meetings for children and young people members of ECyD (an
international catholic youth organization). During those years I have gathered plenty
of experience in planning and realizing events as well as dealing with unforeseen
incidents. In 2019 I did a nursing internship, which is obligatory for medical
students. During this internship, I had to prove my ability to be courteous, attentive
and patient with others even in the stressful hospital environment. An important
reason for my choice to study medicine is that I enjoy dealing and communicating
with others. Proof of that is my ability to speak multiple languages. Besides German
and Portuguese, which I speak fluently, I can also communicate in English,
Spanish, and French. Lastly, I am also physically durable thanks to many years of
... more working experience can be seen online
Jobs & Reviews
Service für Weinverkostung: Berliner Wein Trophy (3/3)
(4 Days in Berlin for DWM - Deutsche Wein Marketing GmbH)
BIER - Jour J
(2 Days in Mainz-Gon... for Armonia Deutschland GmbH)
German Voice Recording Gig - Remote
(1 day in Düsseldorf for Globalme)
Service für Weinverkostung: Berliner Wein Trophy (3/3)
(4 Days in Berlin for DWM - Deutsche Wein Marketing GmbH)
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